
. . . . 7
The Theses on Feuerbach

The story so far  has taken us from Feuerbach’s critique
of Christianity to Marx’s 1844 critique of capitalism. Key to the story
has been that justifying certain claims—for instance, that there is no
god distinct from and creator of the world and humanity, or that self-re-
alization involves a particular kind of activity—comes not through ab-
stract argument but through the proper stance toward the world. I have
argued that this creates a problem for the 1844 Marx. In this chapter I
look at the Theses on Feuerbach to see if the 1844 remarks on French
workers’ associations can be developed into a solution to that problem.

My further reason for generating yet another interpretation of the
Theses (the volume of commentary on this text is an ironic comment on
its eleventh thesis) is that it has been the locus classicus of an influential
interpretation of Marx. The roots of that interpretation are in Georg
Lukács’ History and Class Consciousness, and the interpretation has been
articulated in different forms by Jürgen Habermas, Leszek Kolakowski,
Shlomo Avineri, Jean-Yves Calvez, Alfred Schmidt, and others.1 Dis-
tinctive of this interpretation in its various forms is the role accorded to
labor or activity (or sometimes “praxis”). Roughly, the idea is that labor
(or activity or praxis) is how human beings latch onto the world. An
external world altogether distinct from human labor (activity, practice)
is held to be opaque in principle, something to which no content can be
given.

Writers who subscribe to this reading see Marx as continuing the
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epistemological concerns of German Idealism. Indeed, many commen-
tators, of various interpretive persuasions, have seen Marx as attempt-
ing to handle the problem, descended from Kant, of accounting for the
objectivity of the objects of our experience. This is a mistake. In the
1844 idea that under capitalism workers are alienated from the sensu-
ous external world, the claim was implicit that human beings have what
I call a fundamental relation to the world (one from which, under capital-
ism, they are alienated), but Marx’s 1844 view had nothing like an
account, explicit or implicit, of the objectivity of the objects of our
experience. Feuerbach and the 1844 Marx think that issue doesn’t need
to be addressed. And the view I attribute to Marx in this chapter con-
cerns the agent’s stance toward the world in daily life, not how the
world is transcendentally constituted.

Overall, I argue that a particular view of the fundamental relation and
what I call the fundamental orientation to the world is the main focus of
the Theses. I also argue that this reading of the Theses comes close to
giving Marx a way to handle the problem from Chapter 6. In the end,
construing the Theses as focused on our fundamental relation and orien-
tation to the world generates a new version of the old problem. But it
gives Marx a good run for his money.

In his work of 1844, Marx praises Feuerbach; in the Theses he attacks
him. This has led many commentators to group the Theses with The
German Ideology as part of a post-1844 change in Marx’s views. Other
commentators see the Theses as generally continuous with the work of
1844. I think the balance of evidence shows no deep break between
1844 and the Theses. However, the issue of a post-1844 change is not
profitably discussed by reference to a text as sketchy as the Theses. It is
more usefully looked at in the context of an examination of The German
Ideology. For my discussion of this issue, see Chapter 9, §4.

1. Fundamental Relations/Orientations

In this section I introduce some categories to give more precision to the
idea of a stance toward the world.2 Now, there can be pros and cons to
introducing technical terms. The pro is that they provide at least a
surface clarity. The con is that the phenomena in question may be
sufficiently amorphous and the technical terms sufficiently abstract that
the clarity is merely superficial. One does not have a proper feel for
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what the technical terms refer to, and in the end the terms come to hide
more than to illuminate the phenomena. I have delayed introducing the
terms I present here both because until now I could say what I wanted
to say without them, and because I think that this is a danger with the
phenomena at issue. My hope has been that, by looking at different
texts and by discussing such things as Feuerbach’s goal of secularizing
his reader and the 1844 Marx’s focus on how one relates to the fact that
so much of the world is the product of human labor, the phenomena
would become sufficiently familiar that when technical terms were in-
troduced they would clarify rather than obscure.

The categories I introduce are obviously not those of Marx him-
self. They are introduced as tools to explain what is going on in the
Theses. As I say, they should not seem unfamiliar. They have been im-
plicit, at moments pretty much explicit, throughout the earlier chap-
ters.3 At times in subsequent chapters I will use these categories to refer
back to themes examined in the first six chapters.

Let’s start with the category the fundamental relation to the world. To
talk of an agent’s relation to the world is to talk of the kind of connec-
tion an agent has to the world. One could imagine many such connec-
tions. The agent-world relation could be that of knowing subject to
known object, of recipient of impressions of various kinds, of experi-
encer of pleasurable or unpleasurable feelings, and so on. Each of these
picks out, vaguely enough, a way an agent might be hooked up with the
world.

I call a relation to the world fundamental if it is the agent’s most basic,
her essential relation to the world. One’s fundamental relation to the
world is the most basic relation to the world one has qua human being,
the relation to the world essential to one’s nature specifically as a human
being. The claim that human beings have some fundamental relation R
to the world is thus a claim in philosophical anthropology.

The general category of the fundamental relation to the world is
supposed to be neutral among competing accounts of such a relation.
And that means that the notion of “the world” must be left ambiguous,
for how one construes it may determine how one construes the funda-
mental relation to the world. For some writers, the notion of “the
world” might be quite straightforward (the world is simply a very big
object); for others, it might be very subtle (see Heidegger’s Being and
Time); for still others, it might be ultimately incoherent. The category I
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am introducing is supposed to be sufficiently abstract that it situates
debates among these positions without itself leaning in any direction.

We should add now another category, that of the fundamental relation
to other human beings. This category is less important for my exegetical
concerns, so I will be brief. Clearly, we are always related to others in
various ways: as friends, relatives, fellow citizens, etc. As before, to call a
particular relation the fundamental relation is to say that it is the rela-
tion—here to other human beings generally—essential to one’s nature
specifically as a human being. (In this case, one’s humanity might also
play a second role, for it is often said that one way we are related to
others is simply as human beings. For Feuerbach, Bauer, and Marx, our
fundamental relation to others is just as members of the human species
under the particular description of the human each writer gives.) The
idea of a fundamental relation to others is the idea that there is some
central way (some basic description under which) we are, qua human
beings, connected to other people.

It could be the case that agents have a particular fundamental relation
R to the world (or others) but do not know this about themselves.
Presumably, Christians believe that agents to whom the Christian Gos-
pel has never come have a particular fundamental relation to the world
(for example, agents are ensouled in a body whose destiny is of a certain
kind) of which these agents are ignorant. Even more important for our
purposes, agents can have such a relation without living it. That is, as a
matter of philosophical anthropology, one’s fundamental relation to the
world could be R, and yet the way one relates to the world in one’s daily
life could be S.

This should not be surprising. How one relates to the world is a
psychological matter (in a broad sense); how one is related to the world is
not. To keep the terminology clear, I call the way that one relates to (as
distinct from being related to) the world (or others) the way that one is
oriented to the world (or others). That gives us two new categories: the
fundamental orientation to the world and the fundamental orientation to
others.4

How one is fundamentally related to the world does not always
match up with how one is fundamentally oriented to the world. Social
roles show clearly that in general there can be a difference between how
one is related and how one is oriented to something or someone. I am
someone’s son, brother, and so on. I am related to other people in
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particular ways. I might not know this, however, and even if I know it I
might not be oriented to the relevant individuals as son, brother, and so
on. To return to the earlier example, those to whom the Christian
gospel has not come are not oriented to the world as Christians are,
although Christians presumably believe that their fundamental relation
to the world is the same.

With social roles, what it is to be oriented to someone as a son,
brother, and so on is, among other things, to behave in certain ways and
to have certain beliefs and feelings. And to be oriented to the world as a
Christian involves (at least) having certain beliefs. But sometimes what
it is to be oriented to the world in a particular way is more nebulous.
When in the dark I suddenly put my hand on a piece of metal that is
surprisingly cold, I might momentarily have a sense not just of cold but
of a kind of alien aspect to the object; I might have a sense of a profound
separation between myself and the object. Suppose I were to have that
sense generally about objects, to have it generally about the external
world. My fundamental orientation to the world would involve this
sense of alienness and separation. I would be oriented to the world as an
alien place. As with the Christian decrying the pagan’s orientation,
however, here, too, someone—for instance, the 1844 Marx—might ar-
gue that the sense of the world that I have belies my real relation to it.
Marx might press hard on the fact that the object that I felt is the
product of human labor; he might press that it is not in fact so separate
and alien; and he might go on to press the extent to which this is true of
the objects I deal with in general. Granting his claims, there would then
be a difference between my fundamental relation to the world and my
fundamental orientation to it. The idea that one’s fundamental orienta-
tion to the world is out of sync with one’s fundamental relation to it is
the idea that one’s more or less constant way of seeing one’s connection
to the world is out of sync with one’s real connection.

The categories I make use of in explicating the Theses are those of
the fundamental relation and fundamental orientation to the world. I
should say a bit more about the latter. A fundamental orientation to the
world might be thought of as a kind of attitude, for it is like an attitude
in the sense that it involves a psychological stance. But it is not an
attitude toward any particular object. If it is an attitude, it is one toward
the world as a whole, as it were, toward everything. An analogy can be
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made to another condition that pervasively affects one’s daily experi-
ence, being in love. That involves an attitude toward one’s beloved. But
beyond that, one’s way of going about one’s business in the world is also
deeply affected by being in love, yet not (certainly not necessarily) in
the sense that one has a new attitude toward anything in particular.
One’s way of getting on is simply different. The case is similar with a
fundamental orientation.

The idea that one might be oriented in various ways toward the
world, is, I think, fairly familiar. Somewhat less familiar but still not
uncommon is the idea that there is a fundamental way in which hu-
man beings or at least human beings at a given time and place are
oriented to the world, the idea of an orientation that is pervasive. It is
sometimes said that the transition from pagan to Christian beliefs in-
volved a change in how people saw the connection between them-
selves and the world. In 1852, in The Age of Constantine the Great, Jacob
Burckhardt (himself a product of the same intellectual life as Marx and
the Young Hegelians) wrote of the advent of Christianity: “The time
was come for human beings to enter into a new relationship to sensuous
[sinnlichen] as well as to supersensible [übersinnlichen ] things, for love of
God and neighbor and separation from things earthly to take the place
of older views of the gods and the world.”5 And the rise of modern
science is sometimes said to have produced another change in the
way that human beings relate to “sensuous as well as to supersensible
things.”

Feuerbach, Bauer, and the 1844 Marx differ over the content of the
correct fundamental orientation to the world, but this sort of change—
that is, yet another such change—is one of the things they are after.6

Some further clarity on the general idea of a fundamental orientation
(to the world or to others) can be gained by a few comparisons and
contrasts.
• A particular fundamental orientation is undoubtedly connected to
having particular beliefs, but it is not reducible to having those beliefs.
Consider Derek’s Parfit’s remarks, in Reasons and Persons, on the change
wrought by his conversion to a new account of personal identity:

[Earlier] I seemed imprisoned, in myself. My life seemed like a
glass tunnel, through which I was moving faster every year, and at
the end of which there was darkness. When I changed my view [of
personal identity], the walls of my glass tunnel disappeared. I now
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live in the open air. There is still a difference between my life and
the lives of other people. But the difference is less. Other people
are closer. I am less concerned about the rest of my own life, and
more concerned about the lives of others. . . Now that I have seen
this, my death seems to me less bad.7

Parfit’s philosophical belief has changed, and this has produced a
change in his life. In the terms I am using, his fundamental orientation
to others has changed. Conversely, a shift in one’s fundamental orienta-
tion might lead one to affirm or to reject philosophical propositions.
The point is that there is a difference between the beliefs that Parfit
holds and the way that Parfit lives. The latter is what a fundamental
orientation concerns, whether it is to the world or to others.8

This example shows quite palpably that “fundamental relation” is the
more theoretical and “fundamental orientation” the more practical of
the two basic concepts I’ve introduced. An agent’s beliefs about her
fundamental relation to others might change without her fundamental
orientation changing. Parfit’s arguments might convince her, but her
life might remain as it was.
• A change in fundamental orientation might affect which actions one
performs, but it also might not. Parfit’s transformation might have no
external manifestations. A fundamental orientation is a practical notion
but it is not necessarily geared toward action.
• A fundamental orientation is not the same as a sensibility. No doubt
people’s sensibilities differ, but different sensibilities are compatible
with the same fundamental orientation. This is perhaps clearest with
respect to orientations to others. Both a person with the sensibility of
one of Henry James’s less pleasant but more subtle characters (say,
Charlotte Stant in The Golden Bowl) and a person with a sensibility like
that of Budd Schulberg’s transparently egoistic character Sammy Glick
in What Makes Sammy Run? could be fundamentally oriented to others
as objects to be understood and manipulated for the agent’s own ends.
The former would be more nuanced in her comprehension and ma-
nipulation, but the orientation would be the same.
• A fundamental orientation might seem similar to a Weltanschauung.
As the latter notion is infinitely protean, there is undoubtedly a way
to make it match up with the idea of a fundamental orientation. But (a)
a fundamental orientation is not merely a set of beliefs (as a Weltan-
schauung is sometimes taken to be), and (b) it is not a picture of how the
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world is from which one can stand back and then choose or refuse to
adopt. Weber seems to subscribe to such voluntarism in “Science as a
Vocation.” He emphasizes the role of science in clarifying the structure
of any given Weltanschauung, but both denies that there is a fact of the
matter about which to choose and seems to think that one can choose.9

A fundamental orientation cannot, however, simply be put on and off.
One might know that over time certain actions will produce change in
how one is oriented to the world (as Pascal thinks going through the
motions will generate faith). And perhaps at any moment one can men-
tally take different standpoints, momentarily see the world differently.
But one’s fundamental orientation goes beyond that. It has to do with
how, day to day, one lives with respect to the world (or others), and
presumably that is not a matter of choice.

It should be remembered that Marx does not see himself as Hegel’s
philosophical successor. I reconstruct his claims in terms of such con-
cepts as “fundamental relation” and “fundamental orientation,” but it
should be remembered that his own animus is practical (that will be
precisely the thrust of my reading of the Theses).

An analogy may be useful to the distinction between the moralist
and the moral theorist. The former is concerned with changing hu-
man conduct, the latter with answering certain abstract questions, e.g.,
What are the referents of moral terms? What is the supreme principle
of morality? The analogue to the moral theorist is the metaphysician,
but we have no term for the metaphysical analogue to the moralist. Call
her the metaphysical moralist. Like the regular moralist, the metaphysical
moralist is concerned with the conduct of our lives. It is just that her
focus is not particular actions, but our stance or what I have called our
orientation. The idea is that one could be oriented to X as O, and that if
one were, one’s life would be better, in the sense that it would now be in
line with one’s nature (for example, the worker’s life would be in line
with her nature if capitalism did not impose on her a distorted funda-
mental orientation to the world and to others—the distorted orienta-
tion is what the 1844 Marx calls “alienation”). The metaphysical moral-
ist wants to understand our fundamental relation, but her deeper goal is
to change our orientation.

Now, the regular moralist needs at least one brand of moral theorist,
the normative theorist. In principle, the latter shows that the former’s
prescriptions are correct. Similarly, the metaphysical moralist seems to
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need the metaphysician. She needs to know what kinds of creatures
human beings in fact are. She needs the metaphysician to show that our
fundamental relation to the world (or others) has a particular content:
being oriented that way would then be to live as our nature requires.

Suppose, however, that the metaphysical moralist thinks that the
activity of the metaphysician is itself suspect, involves precisely the
wrong orientation, presupposes the wrong fundamental relation to the
world. That is the case with Feuerbach and the 1844 Marx. The phi-
losopher’s orientation—the taking of a standpoint from which an ab-
stract justification of claims about one’s fundamental relation/orienta-
tion could be given—is just what they want to avoid. As a result, they
certainly seem to hold metaphysical beliefs (e.g., beliefs about features
essential to human nature), and yet they do not want those beliefs to be
cast and assessed in the form in which such beliefs are usually cast and
assessed.

This is also the case with the Marx of the Theses. It is why the reading
I give, although I think it a correct reading, is itself an instance of an
enterprise that the Marx of the Theses would, on my reading, disdain.

I have introduced these categories to help in the exegesis of a particu-
lar text (and developed them only to the extent necessary for that pur-
pose). I take the Marx of the Theses to believe that human beings have a
particular fundamental relation to the world. I think many philosophers
have subscribed to this kind of claim (although attributing different
contents to the fundamental relation). I strongly doubt, however, that
human beings have any such thing. We probably have many relations to
the world and to others, with different and changing degrees of priority.
I strongly doubt that any has basic priority over the others, is funda-
mental in the sense I have used.

I also doubt, then, that human beings have any fundamental orienta-
tion to the world or to others. Nevertheless, I think the idea that we can
have different orientations to the world and to others points to impor-
tant issues. The phenomena that the categories of orientation try to
capture need not be tied to claims about fundamental relations. More-
over, they are not unknown to philosophers. They have tended, how-
ever, to be neglected in moral and especially in political philosophy. I
think that is a mistake. Many issues here need investigation (for in-
stance, the connection between being oriented to others in a certain
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way and having a certain kind of social identity). The point is that they
are worth investigating. Even if we have no fundamental orientation,
some orientations (to the world, to others, to social institutions) might
be more important than others, and some might be better than others
for a good human life, and the extent to which social institutions pro-
mote or inhibit one or another orientation might be grounds for sig-
nificant praise or criticism. The focus of such categories is the nature of
agents’ ordinary experience. To a considerable extent, that is a function
of social institutions. It should be a topic for political thought.

On now to the Theses.

2. Thesis Eleven

Let us start the textual discussion at the end, with the famous Thesis
Eleven: “The philosophers have only interpreted the world in various
ways; the point is to change it” (TF 7/5). What does Marx mean by
the injunction to change as opposed to merely interpreting the world?
There are a number of possible readings.
• The injunction is to cease cerebration and to commence revolution-
ary action, to act spontaneously and without theoretical analysis or
forethought. Aside from being an absurd doctrine, this seems unlikely
to be that of a man who produced more than thirty volumes of theoreti-
cal work, more than twenty-five of them after 1845.
• The injunction is to do something in addition to cerebrating, to act as
well as to think. Seen as an attack, such an injunction would be sensible
against an opponent who thought political change required only new
ideas and not also concrete action. However, first, the Theses are theses
against Feuerbach, and in Chapter 8 I argue that Feuerbach does not
hold this view. Second, that view, too, is so untenable that even if Marx
does attribute it to Feuerbach, I think we are licensed to search for
something in Thesis Eleven that goes beyond it. Let us put aside the
injunction as an attack. Then we have:
• The injunction is to engage in an interaction of cerebration and
concrete action. One needs a theoretical analysis to act effectively, but
(a) one’s ultimate goal is practical change, not knowledge (the relevant
analysis is analysis about how to change the world), and (b) one’s analy-
sis is to be continually reassessed, refined, and perhaps altered in light
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of one’s practical experiences. Call this the feedback model of interaction
with the world.
• The injunction is against (a) the view that, for human beings, the
fundamental relation to the world is that of an agent disengaged from
the world and mentally grasping something external to and (as yet)
unchanged by her, and against (b) the view that a correct understanding
of the fundamental relation to the world is to be attained from the
standpoint of the agent as described in (a). On the contrary, for human
beings, the fundamental relation to the world is that of an agent con-
tinually changing and being changed by it, and a correct understanding
of this fact is to be attained in and through the process of changing the
world. In contrast to the feedback model, here correct understanding
involves no three-step sequence of analysis, practical action, and reas-
sessment in light of practical action. Rather, understanding inheres in
one’s actions. There is no separate theoretical standpoint. In the phrase
from 1844, the “[t]he senses have . . . become theorists directly in their
practice” (ÖpM 540/300). Changing the world is the correct way to in-
terpret it. Call this the simultaneity model of interaction with the world.

Let us assume that only the feedback and the simultaneity models are
live candidates for the type of interaction with the world that Marx is
demanding. Some remarks in the Theses are compatible with both. For
instance, Thesis Eight says, “All social life is essentially practical [prak-
tisch]. All mysteries which lead theory to mysticism find their rational
solution in human practice [Praxis] and in the comprehension of this
practice” (TF 7/5). The first sentence could mean that what is impor-
tant to human beings are those activities that procure useful commodi-
ties, e.g., food and shelter (the feedback model), or that the fundamen-
tal relation to the world and to one another is practical (the simultaneity
model). In a different way, the second sentence is also ambiguous be-
tween the two readings. Human practice and its comprehension are
separated, thus favoring the feedback mode. However, the rational so-
lution to all mysteries is not said to be the comprehension of human
practice but apparently both the practice itself and the comprehension
(the practice is part of the “rational solution”), thus favoring the simulta-
neity model.

The sentence in the Theses that seems most to favor the feedback
model is in Thesis Two: “The human being must prove the truth, i.e.,
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the reality and power, the this-sidedness of his thinking in practice”
(TF 5/3). This suggests that split between idea and proof which is part
of the feedback model. Here an interpretation of the world seems to
precede and to be confirmed or refuted by attempting to change it.

Evidence for the simultaneity model is in Theses One and Five. In
Thesis One, Marx says, “The chief defect of all previous materialism
(that of Feuerbach included) is that the thing, reality, sensuousness is
conceived only in the form of the object or of perception [Anschauung], but
not as sensuous human activity, practice” (TF 5/3).10 What is said not to
be conceived properly is “the thing, reality, sensuousness.” A failure
properly to conceive this is not the concern of the feedback model. For
that model, such a concern would count as “scholastic” (see Thesis
Two, TF 5/3).

Marx goes on to complain in Thesis One that in The Essence of Chris-
tianity Feuerbach regards “only the theoretical attitude as the genuinely
human attitude, while practice is conceived and fixed only in its dirty-
Jewish form of appearance” (TF 5/3). The feedback model has no place
for a “genuinely human attitude.” For it, that, too, would count as a
scholastic concern. That Marx cares about such matters—is concerned
to point out Feuerbach’s mistake about “the thing, reality, sensuous-
ness” and the “genuinely human attitude”—indicates a scope beyond
what the feedback model can handle.

For Marx, a practical rather than a theoretical attitude is the correct
one. For the Feuerbach of The Essence, however, a practical attitude,
Marx says, is that of agents who merely manipulate the world to satisfy
their needs. The phrase “dirty-Jewish” refers to such a purely instru-
mental use of nature. Marx probably has in mind a passage from Feuer-
bach’s chapter on “The Significance of the Creation in Judaism”:

The doctrine of the creation stems from Judaism. . . The principle
which lies at its foundation is, however, not so much the principle
of subjectivity as of egoism. The doctrine of the creation in its
characteristic significance arises only on that standpoint where in
practice the human being subordinates nature to his will and
needs, and so in thought also degrades it to a mere machine, a
product of the will. . . To him who feels that nature is a beautiful
being, to him it appears an end in itself [Zweck ihrer selbst], for him it
has the ground of its existence in itself: in him the question, Why
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does it exist? does not arise. The concept of nature and of godhead
does not differ in his consciousness, his perception [Anschauung] of
the world. . . Thus does the human being think where his relation
to the world is aesthetic or theoretic. . . Only there, where such a
perception [Anschauung] animates human beings, can a thought be
grasped and expressed like that of Anaxagoras: The human being is
born to the contemplation [Anschauung] of the world. The standpoint
of theory is the standpoint of harmony with the world. . . When, on
the contrary, the human being places himself only on the practical
standpoint and regards the world from there, making the practical
standpoint itself the theoretical one, there he is divided from na-
ture; there he makes nature the abject servant of his selfish interest,
of his practical egoism. (WC 186–88/112–13)

In the Manuscripts, Marx feels that, under communism, nature would
appear to be an end in itself (see ÖpM 546/305–306). I take him to be
saying in the Theses that this fact is not to be apprehended via An-
schauung but via practical activity. Marx thinks that Feuerbach fails to
see this because he understands activity or practice only in terms of an
individual’s manipulation of nature to satisfy her selfish needs. Marx
thinks that this egoistic attitude to nature is in fact the attitude of agents
in civil society. Feuerbach has correctly seen that the dominant current
practical attitude toward nature is problematic. But this is neither the
only nor the genuinely human practical attitude. According to Marx,
Feuerbach correctly grasps the significance of the Judeo-Christian
“doctrine of the creation” and its instrumental orientation, but he “does
not grasp the significance” of another kind of transformative interac-
tion with the world: “‘revolutionary’ . . . ‘practical-critical,’ activity”
(Thesis One; TF 5/3). The standpoint of such activity is the real stand-
point of “harmony with the world.”

Now, there are two elements to the practical attitude that Feuerbach
condemns and that Marx associates with the stance of agents in civil
society. There is the agents’ egoism (the needs they seek to satisfy are
individual, not communal), and there is the agents’ manipulation of
nature (nature becomes their servant). The feedback model concerns
how to go about attaining a goal. As a model for the link of theory and
practice, it is indifferent to whether the goals are egoistic or selfless,
individual or communal. The simultaneity model is simply not goal-
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directed. Its focus is our fundamental relation to the world, not the
achievement of any particular aim. The feedback model need not
(though it can) be egoistic. The issue does not touch the simultaneity
model.

On the other hand, the feedback model’s focus on achieving particu-
lar aims makes it the proper model for manipulating nature. A mer-
chant has a set of beliefs about what the market will bear. He acts on
those beliefs, then reevaluates and acts again. A revolutionary has a set
of beliefs about how successfully to create a revolution. She acts on
those beliefs, then reevaluates and acts again.

Feuerbach clearly objects to more than the egoism of the practical
standpoint. His objection to what he identifies as the Jewish doctrine of
the creation is not that God is conceived as egoistic, but that nature is
pictured as subject to God’s command: “Nature or the world is made,
created, a product of command . . . God commanded, Let the world be,
and forthwith it presented itself on this command” (WC 188/113). If
Marx, too, objects to such a command relation to nature, then it is hard
to see how he can be endorsing the feedback model. In the work of
1844, Marx does object to the command relation (see ÖpM 537/298,
540/300). The reference in Thesis One to the “dirty-Jewish form of
appearance” does not, however, indicate whether Marx is here aware
that Feuerbach sees two distinct elements in that form of appearance. It
does not show whether Marx objects here merely to egoism (not essen-
tial to the feedback model) or also to a picture of nature as humanity’s
servant (essential to the feedback model). It is likely that he objects to
both but, as with all the theses, this one is simply too sketchy to be sure.

Thesis Five reads: “Feuerbach, not satisfied with abstract thinking,
wants perception [Anschauung], but he does not conceive sensuousness
as practical, human-sensuous activity” (TF 6/4). Marx’s concern here is
with how we conceive sensuousness (die Sinnlichkeit). Human-sensuous
activity is contrasted with both abstract thinking and perception, pre-
sumably with what Feuerbach calls “sensuous perception,” perception
by the senses (Marx might be thinking of such Feuerbachian claims as
that “[o]nly that thought which is determined and ratified by sensuous
perception [sinnliche Anschauung] is real and objective thought—the
thought of objective truth” [G §49, 330/64]).11 Abstract thinking and
(sensuous) perception are both held to be problematic: the first because
it never touches the real world and the second because it conceives itself
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as merely touched by the world. There is a lack of materiality to the first
and a problematic passivity to the second.

The issue here does seem to be our relation to the world. The feed-
back model either has no place for such an issue, or, if it implicitly takes
a stand on the issue, seems committed to precisely the kind of material-
ism that Marx attacks, for the feedback model involves a passive stance
toward the material world in that it sees that world as already there,
fully formed and waiting to be manipulated. It understands “sensuous-
ness” as the site of practical activity, as the field for its exercise. But
Thesis Five wants us to conceive sensuousness as practical, human-sen-
suous activity. This the feedback model cannot do.

Thesis Ten also seems to favor the simultaneity model. It reads, “The
standpoint of the old materialism is civil society; the standpoint of the
new is human society, or social humanity” (TF 7/5). Here Marx links
two views about reality to two orientations: old materialism/civil soci-
ety; new materialism/human society or social humanity. The orienta-
tion of civil society is that of an agent who sees the world as a set of
objects to be manipulated to satisfy his individual needs. The orienta-
tion of social humanity is that of an agent to whom “nature appears as
his work and his reality” (ÖpM 517/277). Given what is said in Thesis
One, the old materialism is presumably the view that human beings are
passive recipients of the impact of an external material world (see The
Holy Family’s discussion of French materialism [HF 137–41/129–34]).
One is formed by that world, and one can turn around and manipulate
it (as agents in civil society do), but it remains out there and recalcitrant.
Agent and world are essentially separated. They impinge on each other,
but more or less as armies in conflict do. By contrast, with the new
materialism, social humanity does not just manipulate an external da-
tum but somehow recognizes the world around it as, in a sense, its
own activity. The orientation of civil society is the orientation corre-
sponding to the old materialism’s incorrect picture—basically that of
the feedback model—of one’s relation to the world. The orientation of
social humanity corresponds to the new materialism’s correct picture—
that of the simultaneity model—of that relation.

It should be clear that there is considerable ambiguity in the Theses.
The feedback model is obviously the model for success in changing the
world in the sense of manipulating it to satisfy one’s desires. Now the
reason to endorse the feedback model could be either (a) to give an
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answer to the question of what, for human beings, the fundamental
relation to the world is, or (b) to ignore that question, to stigmatize it as
scholastic. The text is undeniably ambiguous, but I think the bulk of
the evidence indicates that Marx rejects either reason for endorsing the
feedback model. In several places he addresses questions that are ut-
terly irrelevant to whether the plan to storm the Winter Palace is in
fact going to work: he worries about “real, sensuous activity” (Thesis
One), about “the genuinely human attitude” (Thesis One), and about
“sensuousness” (Thesis Five). And if Marx is concerned with the cor-
rect model of our relation to the world, the model he favors in the
Theses is not the feedback model, for he agrees with Feuerbach that such
a model is pernicious. The text is slim and opaque. If one must construe
the Theses one way or the other, however, the bulk of the evidence
favors the simultaneity model.

3. Labor

In 1844, Marx says that a communist lives in a world he has created, and
even offers the idea that nature and human beings exist through them-
selves as the communist alternative to the Judeo-Christian account of
the creation (ÖpM 545/304). The individual under communism, Marx
says, “has the visible, incontrovertible proof of his birth through him-
self, of his genesis” (ÖpM 546/305). In 1844, the mechanism of this
genesis is generally said to be human labor. The Theses are often read as
involving a similar claim, and the simultaneity model is certainly in tune
with it. But what exactly, then, is the extension of “labor” or, in the
Theses, of “activity”?

In this section I explore this question. I focus on “labor” even though
that term plays no role in the Theses, for, as will quickly be clear, the
difficulties in fixing what counts as “labor” would be even more pro-
nounced with “activity.” These difficulties prompt, in the next section,
my interpretation of the Theses.

Clearly, the core enterprise Marx has in mind when he talks of labor
is the immediate physical transformation of nature: felling trees, sowing
grain, casting steel. But this would rule out mental activities, and that
would be absurd. The engineer’s activity is as vital to the new bridge as
the riveter’s.

Labor might then be mental or physical activity that contributes to
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the immediate physical transformation of nature: drafting blueprints or
using a jackhammer. In the Manuscripts, however, Marx refers to being
“scientifically active,” where the context indicates that he thinks both
that scientific activity need not be directed toward immediate practical
results and that he sees such activity as a form of labor (ÖpM 538/298).
Certainly it would be odd to think of the engineer’s but not the theo-
retical chemist’s activity as labor.12

Is labor, then, mental or physical activity that contributes immedi-
ately or over the long run to the physical transformation of nature?
Here the slope gets slippery indeed. Yesterday, mathematician M’s re-
sults had no application. Today, an application is found. Should M’s
activity now be reclassified as labor? Yesterday, I amused myself by
carving bits of wood into odd shapes. Today, one piece turns out to be
perfect to plug the hole in the local dike. Was I laboring yesterday?

In any event, if the transformation of nature is the key, we need to
know what counts as such a transformation. Was the work on the pyra-
mids labor? How about the work on the new bowling alley in my
neighborhood? Is there a difference with regard to changing the world
between growing cabbages and putting up billboards?

When pressed, “labor” seems to have no boundaries at all. Yet it
needs boundaries if Marx’s claim is not to become trivial, for if building
a bowling alley counts as changing the world, why not knocking down
pins with a bowling ball? Why not combing my hair? But then all
human activity turns out to be labor.

Some commentators have effectively collapsed all human activity
into labor. They claim that, according to Marx, all our contact with the
world is mediated by human labor. Even to begin to make sense of this
claim clearly requires “labor” to extend far beyond making dishwashers
or planting potatoes. Here is Habermas’s version of this reading:

The nature that surrounds us constitutes itself as objective nature for
us only in being mediated by the subjective nature of man through
processes of social labor. That is why labor, or work, is not only a
fundamental category of human existence [for Marx] but also an
epistemological category. The system of objective activities creates
the factual conditions of the possible reproduction of social life and
at the same time the transcendental conditions of the possible ob-
jectivity of the objects of experience.13
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The idea seems to be that, through labor (broadly construed), human
beings shape not just bits of nature but nature in its entirety. Labor is
said to function as a transcendental category, akin to Kant’s categories
of the understanding. Labor is an activity of “synthesis” but of material
rather than mental synthesis. “Synthesis no longer appears as an activ-
ity of thought,” Habermas says, “but as one of material production.”14

In contrast to Kant, the phenomenal world is not structured by a set
of mental categories or forms of intuition but by the perpetual human
transformative interaction with nature.15 “Of course the forms are cate-
gories not primarily of the understanding but of objective activity; and
the unity of the objectivity of possible objects of experience is formed
not in transcendental consciousness but in the behavioral system of
instrumental action. Nevertheless, the matter that is given is first
shaped in the labor process as in the cognitive process.”16 At this point
the problem of the extension of “labor” reappears, for it is crucial to
know whether “the matter” that is “first shaped in the labor process”
has or has not already been shaped by the human sensory and cognitive
apparatus (however one understands these things), or whether labor is
actually supposed somehow to function as that apparatus. Does labor
operate on an already given world, a world of ordinary, physical objects,
or is Habermas saying that it literally functions as a transcendental
category in the Kantian sense?

Suppose labor shapes an already given world. “Labor” would then
mean physical and mental activities for which preexisting physical ob-
jects are the raw material. Human beings take trees, chop them down,
turn them into lumber, build desks, carve their initials in those desks,
and so forth. Here labor does not function as a transcendental category.
Even if all physical objects have in fact been shaped by human labor, the
objectivity of the objects of experience would have nothing to do with
that fact. That what used to be a tree is now a desk has nothing to do
with either object’s objectivity.

Suppose instead that labor somehow really does function transcen-
dentally. Somehow it plays a role in the objectivity of the objects of
experience. Habermas sounds as if he holds this latter view.17 The prob-
lem is to explain how labor can possibly function as a transcendental
category.

Habermas stresses that Marx’s “famous sentence that the forming of
the five senses is a labor of the entire previous world history is meant
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literally.”18 Suppose we assume that most of the “labor” of world history
is actual labor, work. Habermas’s thought might then be that interac-
tion with nature in the work process has given a particular development to
the human species’ sensory capacities. At least as far as the world is filtered
for us by our senses, and as far as these are the products of the history of
labor, labor might then be thought to play a kind of transcendental role.

There is something appealing about this claim. Still, there are several
considerations against it.

It may be true that particular forms of labor develop particular sen-
sory capacities. As a fisherman, one might come to distinguish yellow-
tail from winter flounder at a glance. As a result of one’s labor, one
might perceive things that others do not. Unless everybody works at
the same tasks, however, this sort of sensory development is irrelevant.
It generates no change in the human species’ senses.

It may be true that there are features common to what the senses
of, say, members of North American cultures tend to register. This
fact (if it is one) is undoubtedly a function of the kind of life common
to members of that culture. The key causal elements, however, are at
least as likely to be television and advertising as they are to be our more
nitty-gritty, laborlike interactions with the world. In North American
cultures, an individual’s senses are probably formed as much by her
consumption and leisure activities as by her world-transforming
activities.

Another passage from Habermas reveals a more general problem:
“On the one hand Marx conceives of objective activity as a transcenden-
tal accomplishment; it has its counterpart in the construction of a world
in which reality appears subject to conditions of the objectivity of possi-
ble objects of experience. On the other hand he sees this transcendental
accomplishment as rooted in real labor processes.”19 The problem is to
understand how “this transcendental accomplishment” can be “rooted
in real labor processes.” For to call those labor processes “real” is to
assert an objectivity to them, and this objectivity either is or is not
itself a “transcendental accomplishment.” If it is not, then why is any
such accomplishment ever needed (for apparently a form of objectivity
would be possible which is not a transcendental accomplishment)? And
if the real labor process is a transcendental accomplishment, then in
what is it rooted? Presumably, it must itself be rooted “in real labor
processes” if the account is to remain Marxist. But the same issue can be
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raised about these labor processes, and so on. The problem flows from
claiming that capacity C functions transcendentally when your whole
point is that C is something concrete and tangible. The status of C,
then, becomes problematic to say the least.20

Other writers construe Marx more or less as Habermas does. Jean-
Yves Calvez says that, for Marx, “[t]he basis of reality is an initial dialec-
tical connection between man and nature” and claims that, therefore,
for Marx, “[n]ature without man has no sense, it has no movement, it
is chaos, undifferentiated and indifferent matter, and thus ultimately
nothing.”21 Shlomo Avineri writes that Marx’s “view is a secular version
of the Hegelian notion that actuality is not an external, objective datum,
but is shaped by human agency.”22 And according to Alfred Schmidt,
Marx brought “the whole of human practice into the process of knowl-
edge as a constitutive moment,” and Marx believes “that material reality
is from the beginning socially mediated.”23 Common to all these read-
ings is the claim that, for Marx, there is some basic interaction between
human beings and the world, an interaction so basic that Marx denies
that “material reality” can be made sense of—be given a determinate
content—independent of it.

I do not have the space to go through each variant of this “idealist”
interpretation to show how each does or does not diverge from what
Marx actually says (most rely heavily on passages from the Manuscripts,
which I have read differently). Nor do I have the space to assess each
on independent philosophical grounds.24 Philosophically, however, any
such account does face a significant problem. It must specify the rele-
vant interaction in such a way that:

1. The account does not amount merely to the claim that human
beings have a cognitive and sensory apparatus, that they use this
apparatus in all their daily activities, and that throughout human
history human beings have encountered the world only in the
course of such activities and by the mediation of that apparatus.
If that is what the interaction amounts to, the claim is trivial.

2. The attempt to give more determinate content to the interaction
keeps that content tied to Marx’s own concepts. “Labor” or “ac-
tivity” may not be extended until they include, for instance, see-
ing and hearing. Otherwise, the Marxist element disappears.
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I doubt seriously that any account can satisfy both these require-
ments and be a plausible account of the objectivity of the objects of
experience, for labor is not normally seen as an activity one lives within.
One can step back from the labor process and scrutinize the interaction
of human laboring activity and the material world. But then labor—at
least construed narrowly enough to keep touch with anything Marx-
ist—cannot be the transcendental activity in which all else, including
one’s stepping back, is rooted.

Given the philosophical difficulties of the idealist reading, I think we
are warranted in looking for an alternative.

4. The Practical-Idealist Reading

The idealist reading has significant problems. Yet it does seem to cap-
ture something central to the spirit of the Theses. In this section I
propose a variant of the idealist reading, what I call the practical-idealist
reading. Its underlying idea is that Marx’s concern in the Theses is not
with a theory about the world but with getting us to change our stand-
point (what I have called our orientation)25 within it. The goal of my
reading is to hang onto the impulse behind the idealist reading while
sidestepping its problems by avoiding the kind of account that gener-
ates those problems.

I take the claim common to the various idealist readings of the Theses
to be that, for human beings, the fundamental relation to the world is
that of being continually immersed in the world and continually en-
gaged in (collectively) transforming it. Now this sort of claim—the
claim that relation R to the world is fundamental—is distinct from a
second claim: that correct understanding of one’s relation to the world
(or to others) can proceed only from a particular standpoint, or, put
differently, only via a particular orientation—namely, fundamental ori-
entation R.26 That claim is that if R is for human beings their fundamen-
tal relation to the world (or to others), then it is both sufficient and,
more important, necessary to be in orientation R—to have the proper
fundamental orientation—in order properly to grasp R as the funda-
mental relation to the world (or to others). One’s orientation must be in
sync with one’s relation in order properly to see that relation as one’s
fundamental relation to the world (or to others).
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As a claim about all possible R, this claim is almost certainly false. A
given writer might hold, however, that, with respect to what he believes
is the correct conception—that is, his conception—of how human be-
ings are fundamentally related to the world (or to others), taking the
proper standpoint (having the proper orientation) is both necessary and
sufficient for genuine understanding of that relation. Here the claim is
not with respect to all possible R, but only with respect to what the
writer thinks is that specific R which does pick out the way in which
human beings are fundamentally related to the world (or to others).
Call this the privileged standpoint thesis. Understood in those terms, I
attribute the privileged standpoint thesis to the Marx of the Theses.

In my version of the idealist interpretation, Marx is asserting not the
truth of a metaphysical theory but the need for a particular practical
stance toward daily life. Labor or activity are to be understood as world-
constituting only within a way of being oriented to the world that
would not permit the assertion of a theory of labor or activity as world-
constituting, or at any rate would not see the assertion of such a theory
as the road to truth. To assert a theory of the transcendental status of
labor or activity involves stepping back from the world to see how it
is constituted—that is, it involves taking up what Marx thinks is the
wrong orientation to the world. And given the privileged standpoint
thesis, taking that wrong orientation cannot lead to a correct under-
standing of one’s relation to the world.

The practical-idealist interpretation involves the following claims:

1. Human beings have a fundamental relation to the world.
2a. Their fundamental relation to the world is that of continual en-

gagement in activity within the world, continual immersion in it.
2b. More specifically, their fundamental relation to the world is that

of continual collective engagement in transforming the world
by labor in order to provide objects that human beings can use
to pursue their individual projects.

2c. Their fundamental relation to others is as members of the
group, the human species, a group whose members are engaged
in the continual collective transformation of the world by labor.

3. There is a proper way for human beings to be fundamentally
oriented to the world and to others—namely, the way that puts
them in sync with the descriptions in (2a), (2b), and (2c).27
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4. That (2a), (2b), and (2c) are true can only be seen by (and would
be seen by) agents with the proper fundamental orientation.
(This restates the privileged standpoint thesis.)

I have separated (2a) from (2b) and (2c) because the Theses do not talk
of “labor” but of “activity.” The 1844 Marx is committed to (1), (3), (4),
and all of (2). I think that the Marx of the Theses is committed to at least
(1), (3), (4), and (2a). Now the Theses do focus on human activity as
transforming the world. So perhaps the Marx of the Theses is also com-
mitted to (2b) and (2c). Is the view in the Theses, then, the same as the
1844 view?

A reason for skepticism is that the 1844 view involves commitment to
the claim that human beings have a particular nature, and in Thesis Six
Marx is famously scornful of that claim. I deal with the issue of human
nature in §6. Here I want to note the consideration in favor of attribut-
ing (2b) and (2c) to the Marx of the Theses. Earlier I read Thesis Ten as
evidence for the simultaneity model; here I read it as evidence for
attributing (2b) and (2c) to Marx.

Thesis Ten says, “The standpoint of the old materialism is civil soci-
ety; the standpoint of the new is human society, or social humanity.”
The idea of a different standpoint could be simply the idea of a different
way of seeing the world in the sense of providing a different account of
the world.28 But other of the theses insist that our relation to the world
is practical, not theoretical. I argued earlier that the feedback model’s
picture of a practical relation to the world is incompatible with much in
the Theses. The practical-idealist reading involves a different picture.
On the practical-idealist reading of Thesis Ten, the standpoint of social
humanity is the standpoint of a person who sees herself as, fundamen-
tally, part of a certain large group—namely, humanity (see (2c)). Such
identification with humanity is a reason to call this standpoint that of
social humanity or of human rather than civil society. And from this
standpoint, the world is not related to as something registering on the
individual in passive isolation. Rather, the individual relates to it as
something she encounters in the (collective) activity fundamental to the
human relation to the world, the activity of transforming the material
world (see (2b)). This is the sense in which the standpoint of social
humanity is that of a new materialism. Attributing (2b) and (2c) to Marx
is, I think, the best way to make sense of Thesis Ten.
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Overall, I think that the practical-idealist interpretation—all of (1)
through (4)—makes the best sense of what Marx is trying to get at in
the Theses. It makes the best sense of those moments when he seems to
be pressing change not only in our beliefs and our actions but in the
angle from which we lead our lives.

Before moving on, I should note several things.
1. The privileged standpoint thesis is the descendant of what I have

earlier called a “self-certifying perspective.” In my use of the latter
notion, my focus was the claim that such a perspective was a sufficient
condition for knowledge of certain things (for instance, the nonex-
istence of miracles). I took the phrase from Feuerbach, and in his usage
it was not clear whether it was also a necessary condition. With the
privileged standpoint thesis, the claim is that a particular perspective or,
as I have put it in this chapter, a particular standpoint or orientation is
both sufficient and necessary for knowledge of certain things—for ex-
ample, our fundamental relation to the world.

2. No one would deny that in ordinary life human beings are con-
stantly engaged in interactions with the world, nor that for the most
part what most human beings have had to do is to struggle with nature.
But a philosopher might point to Descartes’s mental abstraction from
(Descartes believed) all his connections to the social and physical world
as proof that such engagements are not a necessary feature of human
life. Moreover, such a philosopher might say that the transformation of
nature is only statistically central to human life. She might admit that
most people are, or at least historically have been, engaged in such
activity most of the time. More is the pity, she might say. It keeps them
from seeing that their fundamental relation to the world is quite other
than Marx thinks. The philosopher might point out that one can men-
tally abstract oneself from the world, and she might claim that doing so
is the road to the most basic truths about human nature, and that one
would thereby learn that one’s fundamental relation to the world is that
of a knowing subject knowing an object.

Marx would, I think, retort that (a) to take the philosopher’s abstract
standpoint as the road to basic truths about human nature is to stamp as
legitimate a deviant or distorted standpoint, and (b) claims from such a
deviant standpoint are irrelevant. Now (b) simply follows from (a) cou-
pled with the privileged standpoint thesis: (a) is the key. So the ques-
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tion becomes, What, for Marx, could license the claim that the stand-
point of “social humanity” (equated with that of the new materialism)
and “practical-critical activity” reveals our true condition (that it is the
correct standpoint), while the standpoint of Cartesian cerebration does
not? For that matter, what could license the claim that the standpoint of
civil society (equated with that of the old materialism) is incorrect?

The only thing that could do so is the standpoint of social humanity
itself. This is the only form of justification available to Marx, because
anything else would require stepping outside one’s engagements, would
presume that the truth about one’s fundamental relation to the world is
accessible from a disengaged standpoint, from an orientation not in
sync with what Marx believes is one’s relation to the world. And that
would be contrary to the privileged standpoint thesis.

3. Three standpoints have been in play in this chapter: the stand-
points of the philosopher, of civil society (the old materialism), and of
social humanity (the new materialism). The first is characterized by
disengagement from the world—by a kind of standing back from the
world and a giving of priority to abstract thought. The second is also
characterized by a standing back from the world, a separation of self and
world, but it is not disengaged or abstract in the sense of the philoso-
pher’s standpoint. Rather, it is a practical standpoint in the sense of the
feedback model of practicality: the world impresses itself on the agent,
and the agent then acts on the world, manipulates it.29 Finally, the
standpoint of social humanity is supposed to involve being thoroughly
engaged in the world. One is, as it were, part of the world, not just its
manipulator. And of course this standpoint is supposed to be not at all
abstract.

In earlier chapters I discussed Feuerbach’s and the 1844 Marx’s at-
tacks on the philosopher’s standpoint. In the Theses, Marx’s target is the
standpoint of the old materialism, that is, of civil society. A rejection of
the philosopher’s standpoint is implicit, but it is not Marx’s main con-
cern. In giving the practical-idealist reading of the Theses I have read
into Marx a more direct rejection of the philosopher’s standpoint, for
the point of this reading is to preclude the need to defend the stand-
point of social humanity (the new materialism) against philosophical
challenge, and so to preclude the need to take the philosopher’s stand-
point in order to counter such a challenge.

4. Both the theoretical-idealist and the practical-idealist interpreta-
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tions are interpretations of the simultaneity model. Neither has a place
for a picture of a world apart from our interactions with it. The point
of the practical-idealist interpretation is to keep this fact from being
the focus of a philosophical challenge. On the practical-idealist reading,
Marx’s view is thus question-begging (although he would say that to
make that claim requires taking the wrong standpoint). The reading
commits him to contentious beliefs (to [1]–[4]) yet permits him no
genuine—certainly no usual type of—defense of those beliefs. As a
philosophical matter, the view the idealist reading presents cannot
withstand critical scrutiny. Yet it does seem to capture a central im-
pulse of the Theses. Hence, the practical-idealist reading, which (as with
Feuerbach and the 1844 Marx) seeks not to answer but to avoid the
challenges to the earlier idealist reading by avoiding the standpoint
from which they originate. (Of course presenting the reading, so far as it
involves articulation of a fairly abstract theory of one’s relation to the
world, is to take the standpoint that Marx wants to discourage.)

5. Much of the ambiguity of the Theses comes from two interwoven
conflations of how one might be “practical,” or rather from the same
conflation at two levels. First, one might (a) be oriented to the world as
a place that the human species is always in the process of transforming
or (b) consciously transform the world in a particular way (e.g., plow the
north forty). Communists will do both, but they are not the same.

Second, one might (a) be oriented to the world as a place that the
human species is always in the process of transforming or (c) deliber-
ately change the world (i.e., make a revolution) so that it becomes a place
in which individuals are oriented to it as a place the human species is
always in the process of transforming. Communist revolutionaries un-
der capitalism will do the latter; people who live in a communist society
will do the former.

There are thus three kinds of practicality in play: an orientation to
the world, a change of the world within a context (plowing the north
forty), and a change of the context (changing society from capitalism to
communism). In contrast to the first, the latter two are quite concrete
ways of changing the world, but they change different parts of the
world.

6. Marx’s view of the proper orientation to the world can be con-
trasted usefully with that of his contemporary, Kierkegaard. The con-
trast is really a contrast of Marx with two Johanneses—Johannes Cli-
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macus, pseudonymous author of Philosophical Fragments and Concluding
Unscientific Postscript, and Johannes de silentio, pseudonymous author of
Fear and Trembling.30 Like the Marx of the Theses, each Johannes
stresses that his concern is practical. And by this each means, in part,
that his concern is a mode of orientation.

Johannes Climacus asserts such things as that Christianity “has noth-
ing whatever to do with the systematic zeal of the personally indifferent
individual to arrange the truths of Christianity in paragraphs; it deals
with the concern of the infinitely interested individual for his own
relationship to such a doctrine.”31 And “Here is . . . a definition of truth:
An objective uncertainty held fast in an appropriation-process of the
most passionate inwardness is the truth, the highest truth attainable for
an existing individual. . . But the above definition of truth is an equiva-
lent expression for faith.”32 In these and other passages, the similarity to
Marx is the claim that our fundamental relation to the world is not
that of knowing subjects affirming propositions about an object, and
that our fundamental orientation should mirror that fact. Johannes Cli-
macus says, “When the believer exists in his faith his existence acquires
tremendous content, but not in the sense of paragraph-material.”33 Nor
is the content of the proper orientation to the world reducible to the
performance of this or that action, even remarkable actions, as with
those of the biblical Abraham. Johannes de silentio discusses at length a
knight of faith who is outwardly indistinguishable from an ordinary
bourgeois. In fact, he looks like a tax collector. Nevertheless, he is a
knight of faith. Unlike Abraham, who does something extraordinary,
this knight of faith seems as ordinary as could be. But he is not. His
orientation to God, the world, and himself is not in the least bit ordi-
nary.34 Similarly, whatever the differences in the knowledge of workers
in capitalist and communist societies, one central difference will be in
how they are oriented to the world. And, as with the bourgeois knight
of faith, communists will be different from you and me even if the lives
they lead are utterly ordinary.

There are also, of course, basic differences between Marx and the
Johanneses.

The first and most obvious is that, epistemologically, for Marx, the
proper standpoint is that of social humanity; for the Johanneses, that of
the individual. Johannes de silentio emphasizes that the knight of faith
cannot make himself comprehensible to anyone. This does not mean
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that his assertions will strike others as gibberish. It means that his
assertions will strike others as extraordinarily implausible, and that he
can give no evidence or arguments that others might reasonably find
convincing. Now a worker under capitalism who claims that labor is the
human self-realization activity is similarly situated. For Marx, however,
this situation is not in the nature of things. In a communist society,
recognition of the content of our fundamental relation to the world will
be social in the sense that our (human) nature will be and be seen to be
reflected in one another’s products.

Second, the world does not have to change for Christian faith to be
possible. Basic social change is a precondition for Marx’s communists to
exist: they can be oriented to the world properly only under certain
social conditions.

Finally, the two Johanneses continually stress the difficulty of faith. It
is sometimes described as a task with which one is never finished.35

Although also characterized as having a grace to it (the leap—of faith—
is that of a dancer who can land with no trace of wobble or exertion),36

such grace is the consequence of concentration. By contrast, Marx
thinks that individuals in a communist society will live easily in their
orientation. Their skins will fit. The orientation Marx seeks is our
“natural” one; the orientation the Johanneses seek is not. Once a com-
munist society is reached, agents do not have a goal-directed orienta-
tion. They have individual goals of various kinds, but they do not relate
to the world generally as the site of any goal. The Johanneses’ Christian
does. Such a person wants to be a certain sort of being, a knight of faith.
If it were possible to become a knight of faith and then more or less
automatically to remain one, then that situation—the situation of being
a permanent knight of faith—would be similar to the situation of Marx’s
communists. But it is in the nature of Christian faith (as the Johanneses
see it) that one cannot automatically remain a Christian.37 The Johan-
neses’ preferred orientation necessarily involves a continual striving.
Marx’s does not.

5. The Problem of the First Step

The standpoint Marx advocates is that of a changed humanity. It in-
volves a changed orientation to the world. Of course, it follows from
Marx’s account that individuals can have that new orientation only once
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the world has changed (capitalism has been overthrown), only once
they have become new human beings. But Thesis Three charges, “The
materialist doctrine concerning the changing of circumstances and edu-
cation forgets that circumstances are changed by human beings and
that the educator must himself be educated. It must, therefore, divide
society into two parts, one of which is superior to society” (TF 5–6/4).
It looks as if Marx himself is vulnerable to this charge, for he is saying
that what is needed is a new standpoint (that of social humanity), yet
that this standpoint can only arise under communism, and that our
current actual standpoint, that of civil society, is at odds with the new
standpoint. Marx’s ability to articulate these very claims seems to mean
that he is claiming to be somehow superior to existing society. But how
can one now take the standpoint of social humanity and thus see that it
is in fact the correct standpoint? This was the problem that arose at the
end of Chapter 6.38 As in the work of 1844, here, too, a transformed
standpoint does not seem readily available.

In the Manuscripts, Marx says that working men initially join together
for strategic reasons, but that they then develop a need for one another.
Their intercourse becomes an end, not a means. For such individuals,
the brotherhood of man is more than a phrase; now “[s]ociety, associa-
tion, and conversation, which again has society as its end, are enough
for them” (ÖpM 554/313).

One could give Marx a good deal of rope here. Individuals are often
changed by group dynamics, and the more meaningless one’s other
activities the more likely one is to find meaning and satisfaction in one’s
group participation. By hypothesis, workers under capitalism have few
meaningful activities available to them, so it is not odd to think that
they would soon find their workers’ organizations to be ends as well as
means.

In light of Marx’s references to “the significance” of revolutionary
activity, however, and to the need to understand “the changing of cir-
cumstances and of human activity or self-change . . . as revolutionary
practice,” I think an even more profound impact is accorded in the Theses
to the activity of specifically revolutionary organization. Thesis Three
stresses the epistemological role of revolutionary practice; Thesis Ten,
the epistemological role of the standpoint of “human society, or social
humanity.” The idea seems to be that revolutionary activity is like activ-
ity in “human society,” that is, in communism. For the Marx of the
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Theses, the structure of life in a communist revolutionary organization
anticipates the structure of life in communist society. I take him to be
equating the practical activity of a true communist society with the
practical activity of revolutionary organization.39 The standpoint of
“human society” is the standpoint of the free, conscious, collective or-
dering of the world—an activity in which “circumstances” are deliber-
ately changed, and in which the individuals who do the changing are
changing themselves as part of the circumstances. But this is also a
description of revolutionary activity.40

Now the revolutionary collectivity is far smaller than communist
society. And the revolutionary’s target is the social, not the natural,
world: she seeks to change the social context, not to make a change
within a social context. Moreover, revolutionary action must have some
significant degree of success if it is to mimic the structure of a society in
which the world is in fact changed in accordance with free, conscious
collective decisions. This raises the question of how much success is
enough to prompt the desired change in consciousness (and also the
question of what form of party organization is required).41 Marx needs
there to be sufficient structural similarity so that individuals engaged in
currently available forms of revolutionary activity are transformed so as
not only to see the group and its activity as an end but also to see their
own basic relation to the world as that of “[collective] practical-critical”
activity. Whether sufficient similarity actually obtains is presumably
something only those engaged in revolutionary activity could tell.

One must not conflate the orientation to the world of agents in a
revolutionary party with the feedback model. Revolutionaries are trying
consciously to change the world, but this need not mean that their
fundamental orientation is that of mere manipulators (that would be the
orientation of civil society) any more than mere manipulation need be
the fundamental orientation of communist workers deciding how best
to irrigate the north forty. Individuals in a communist society can be
simultaneously engaged in two types of practical activity (see above,
§4). The claim is that individuals in a revolutionary organization can be
as well. For our purposes, what is important is not the goal of such
activity but agents’ way of being oriented to that activity (the activity of
creating revolution). Still, as noted, the desired form of the latter re-
quires considerable success in reaching the former. And of course revo-
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lutionaries’ own central focus would be creating revolution. Change in
consciousness would be a by-product of revolutionary activity.

The idea that premillennial activity can anticipate the life of the
millennium is not new. For Kant, to act morally in this world is to act
as if one were a legislator in a realm of ends. As a moral being now,
one is what one would be were a realm of ends to obtain. In effect,
moral conduct instantiates—partially and fleetingly—a realm of ends.
For Marx, humans are beings of a certain kind; in a communist society,
they would realize their nature as beings of this kind and would know
this about themselves. On the account that I am putting forward, revo-
lutionary activity is a good enough facsimile of communist society that
this realization and this knowledge would obtain.42

On this account, workers are driven by need—by egoistic motives,
motives of the kind that capitalism generates—to organize; organiza-
tion (assuming it is communist and sufficiently successful) transforms
them; and this transformation is self-certifying. Need pushes the work-
ers to take the crucial first step. Change in consciousness ultimately
follows.

In this chapter I have focused on the human relation and orientation
to the world, not on the human self-realization activity. But suppose
we assume that such a change in consciousness, generating a proper
orientation to the world, would also reveal the content (as Marx con-
ceives it) of the human self-realization activity.43 The problem from the
last chapter would thus be overcome.

Or perhaps not. Allen Buchanan’s work has spawned an ongoing
debate about whether it would be rational for individual workers to
organize to revolt. A successful communist revolution is a public good,
something whose benefits cannot be denied to any person or, in this
case, to any worker. And since revolutionary organization involves con-
siderable sacrifice and risk, and its material benefits are far off and
uncertain, purely self-interested rationality would counsel free-riding.
Start the revolution without me. If it succeeds I’ll join later. But if all
workers reason this way, there will be no revolution.44 And there will
also be no workers taking that first step into revolutionary activity that
leads to change in their consciousness and the overcoming of the prob-
lem from Chapter 6.

Some writers have responded to Buchanan by pointing out that
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nonegoistic psychological benefits (the benefits of solidarity with oth-
ers) accrue to those who engage in revolutionary activity.45 That seems
to be Marx’s view in the passage quoted from the Manuscripts. And it is
at least possible that such benefits would make worthwhile the risks and
sacrifices of revolutionary activity.

This does not solve the problem, however, for an individual formed
by civil society needs to be changed by revolutionary activity in order to
be the kind of person who can see the benefits of solidarity as benefits.
Such a person would not calculate potential risks and benefits. She
would understand her true nature and interests and would have a com-
mitment to action with other workers. Unfortunately, at the moment of
deciding whether to take the first step into revolutionary activity, the
worker is, by hypothesis, reasoning in a narrowly self-interested man-
ner and does not know her own nature and interests—for her motiva-
tions and beliefs have been shaped by civil society. Only after engaging
in revolutionary activity will her beliefs and commitments change. So
initially such a proletarian seems still to have no reason—from her
current point of view, the standpoint of civil society—to take the first
step into revolutionary activity.46

A similar issue arises with respect to any bourgeois contemplating
becoming a revolutionary. Until “the class struggle nears the decisive
hour,” as The Communist Manifesto puts it, self-interest, narrowly under-
stood, is inadequate to motivate her to join “the revolutionary class, the
class that holds the future in its hands” (MK 471/494), for until that
decisive hour, her material situation is, by hypothesis, fairly good. Pre-
sumably, she, too, could be transformed by the process of revolutionary
organization (and so would see where her deeper interests qua human
being lie), but would anything make it rational for her to take the
first step?

In response to these worries, Marx might say:

1. Fortunately, workers do not always act like free-riders, either be-
cause they scorn to do so or because they are ignorant that they
can.

2. Workers are not so atomized in their current self-conceptions as
to see no intrinsic value in the activity of organization. They see
enough value in the early, relatively nonrisky stages of revolu-
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tionary activity as to overbalance the initial inconvenience. And
with time that activity will change them so that they will see
more and more intrinsic value in it.47

3. There is no need to give a bourgeois reasons to engage in revolu-
tionary activity.

Responses (1) and/or (2) might be empirically true. That would be
fine (although one hopes a proletarian’s step into revolutionary activ-
ity reveals more than his ignorance of rational choice theory). But if
workers have nonegoistic motives sufficient to overbalance consider-
able inconvenience and perhaps some risk, then Marx’s 1844 claims
about the impact of capitalism on workers’ beliefs and motivations must
be qualified. In particular, workers must be assumed now to be not
especially alienated from one another. The problem here, we must
remember, is that of the first step. It is not a question of how easily
revolutionary or other kinds of worker organizations can change peo-
ple. It is a question of what workers are like antecedently so as to be able
to take the first step into such organizations. If they can recognize and
be motivated by the nonegoistic benefits of doing so, alienation must
not go all that deep. This strikes me as a large qualification, one I think
Marx would be reluctant to make and one that would be hard to ac-
count for while maintaining the rest of the 1844 picture. But if aliena-
tion does go very deep, workers will never (if they are rational) take the
necessary first step.

As for the bourgeois, we can imagine her as a well-meaning, open-
minded person who wants to understand the truth about the world and
to help those who are badly off. More than a few of Marx’s readers have
fit this profile. Such a person could perhaps see that individuals who are
engaged in revolutionary activity think of themselves as members of a
larger whole, part of the brotherhood of man, etc. Such an observer
could see that these participants regard themselves as beings whose
fundamental activity is the simultaneous transformation of the world
and themselves. But the observer could not confirm that such activity is
actually what the participants believe it to be. From her perspective, the
undeniable fact that “the changing of circumstances and . . . human
activity or self-change” coincide has no force. It does not reveal any-
thing essential. From her perspective, the participants’ belief that it
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does reveal something essential could merely express personal quirks or
even psychological dysfunctions.

Of course, Marx does not have to offer such an observer reasons to
believe revolutionary activity has “significance.” Let her come down
from her ivory tower and get involved, and she will see its significance!
But what would be her motive for doing that? Moral commitment to
the downtrodden? A more enlightened view of her own interests? The
first is something Marx has not mentioned (and in The German Ideology
will disdain), and why the second should lead her to take the risky and
costly step into revolutionary activity is just the question.

I want to be clear about what is at issue here. As in the last chapter,
at issue is not revolutionary motivation for its own sake. Here such
motivation is relevant only because, by hypothesis, participation in
revolutionary activity can so transform agents that they see the truth of
Marx’s claims about human nature. By hypothesis, such participation
can generate, agent by agent, the kind of justification for those claims
that, consistent with his other views, Marx could accept. Theorists in-
itially introduced the collective action problem to raise the question
of whether individually rational conduct is likely to lead to revolution. I
introduce it for a narrower purpose: to raise the question of whether
such conduct is likely to lead agents to a standpoint from which
Marx’s claims about human nature can, on Marx’s premises, be seen to
be true.

Marx himself does not see the collective action problem. I take him
not to see the problem of the first step, and so I take him to think that it
would be individually rational for workers to organize. Transformation
with its cognitive consequences would follow: the dilemma from the
last chapter would be solved (as a by-product of the rather more impor-
tant fact of successful revolutionary action). The collective action prob-
lem does not generate a problem of internal consistency for Marx. It is
an external challenge. Still, even if it is external, the challenge is there.
There remains the problem of how Marx can convince the unconverted
that his claims about human nature are true, or at least convince them
to take that step which will lead, on his premises, to seeing his claims’
truth. One of the interesting features of The German Ideology is that
there Marx will attempt, among other things, to provide a way to justify
his claims that does not rely on the need to take—or to take the first
step toward taking—any special standpoint.
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6. Thesis Six

In Thesis Six, Marx says, “Feuerbach resolves the essence of religion
[das religiöse Wesen] into the human essence [das menschliche Wesen]. But
the human essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual.
In its reality it is the ensemble of the social relations” (TF 6/4). This has
often been taken to mean that, according to Marx, there is no such
thing as the human essence or, as I usually put it, human nature.48

Rather, what human beings are at any given moment is determined by
“the ensemble of social relations.” Marx is read as subscribing to a social
determinist view according to which nothing informative can be said
about human beings conceived apart from their social circumstances, at
least nothing beyond what biology could tell us. Informative statements
can only be about human beings as the products of specific social cir-
cumstances.49

This would contradict my reading of the Theses. I read them as saying
that human beings have a particular fundamental relation to the world.
So I read the Marx of the Theses as holding that there is something that
it is to be human, that there is a human nature. Something, then, needs
to be said about why it is a mistake to read Thesis Six as expressing a
social determinist position.

To begin with, according to the social determinist view, human be-
ings are passive consequences of social circumstances. This is precisely
what Marx rejects in the “old” materialism (see Thesis One). By itself,
this seems to me a sufficient reason not to attribute social determinism
to the Marx of the Theses.

Moreover, what is attacked in Thesis Six is a specific way of under-
standing human nature—“as an abstraction inherent in each single in-
dividual.” I take Marx’s specific complaint to be that Feuerbach repre-
sents human nature as something distinct from social and historical
circumstances, something abstractable from those circumstances and
unaffected by them. On such a view, the “many individuals” would be
united only “naturally” (Thesis Six; TF 6/4), in the sense that they
would be classed together as a function of something naturally given, a
shared natural characteristic, as rhinoceroses might be classed together
because they have horns on their snouts. An individual’s nature would
not be even partly a function of her active relationships with other
human beings and society in general (thus Feuerbach is said to deal with
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an “isolated” individual); it would be given in its entirety prior to such
things. This Marx rejects.

Putting aside whether this description of Feuerbach is accurate, we
need to see whether it proves Marx hostile to the idea that there is a
human nature.

The claim that human nature in its reality is a function of the ensem-
ble of social relations could be read in two ways:

(a) Human nature is what social relations make it.
(b) Human nature is what human beings through their social rela-

tions are continually in the process of creating.
The question is whether “social relations” are relations that human

beings cannot control, things of which they are merely the victims, or
whether they are relations in which human beings are always embedded
but that they are also always creating (“[t]he coincidence of the chang-
ing of circumstances and of . . . self-change” [Thesis Three; TF 6/4]).

I take Marx’s claim to be that, until now, human nature has been
thrust upon us. This is because, until now, social relations have been
thrust upon us. The isolated individuals of civil society have been by
and large the passive products of social relations over which they have
had no control. On the other hand, those social relations have never-
theless been social relations, that is, relations among human beings. The
new materialism differs from the old in conceiving human beings as
not only constantly being changed by circumstances but also as con-
stantly changing those circumstances, and until now as having done
so without an understanding that this process of change is something
that, as a group, they can control. Reading (a) describes the past. Read-
ing (b) describes what the past has been implicitly and the future can be
explicitly.

That is why in Thesis Six human nature is said to have a “reality,” but
one that ought to be criticized. There is no rejection of the term Wesen,
but what human beings are like in a given era—in terms of all their even
relatively concrete characteristics, such as beliefs, desires, psychological
propensities, mores, etc.—is denied to be something immutable and
outside human control. What human beings are like in a given era can
be criticized and changed, for it is a function of the era’s social relations,
and those relations are, in principle, subject to human control.50

Recall Bauer’s criticism of Feuerbach in “The Species and the
Crowd” (Gat 216/200). He attacked Feuerbach for holding a concep-
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tion of a determinate human nature. Bauer’s complaint was that any
determinate nature was a constraint on the human capacity continually
to re-create itself (see also CLF 120). The new materialism conceives
human beings in Bauerian terms as active agents who are continually
(collectively) re-creating their world and themselves (“the active side
was developed . . . by idealism” [Thesis One; TF 5/3]), but, in contrast
to Bauer’s view, they are continually doing so in concrete physical ways.

I am claiming that the Marx of the Theses does hold that there is a
human nature in the sense that there is a correct description of the kind
of beings we are. That description is that we are (collectively) self-
forming beings. We are beings who are always already immersed in the
world and engaged in the (collective) process of continual transforma-
tion of the world, and this includes the transformation of that part of
the world that is ourselves (and so our fundamental relation to the
world is as such beings).51 Marx thinks that, until now, we have not been
conscious of the content of our nature. Nevertheless, he thinks that this
has been the content of our nature. And that it is the content of our
nature is not itself a function of social relations.

This is an extremely general description of human nature, leaving
much to be filled in differently in different eras. Merely by virtue of
being so general it leaves room for change across time. More important,
the content of this description is the claim that it is the nature of
the human species constantly to change itself. That the species keeps
changing is not merely a possibility kept open by the generality of the
description. To do so is its nature.52

What there is no room for here is anything like a conception of a
determinate human nature, characterized as involving a determinate set
of concrete properties a, b, c. That kind of conception of human nature
is what Bauer rejects. It is what I take Marx to be rejecting as well.
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